Investigation of inorganic pigments with apatite structure

02.11.2018 - Compounds with the apatite structure differ from most classes by the variety of their chemical compositions: to create such substances, most chemical elements of the Periodic System can be used, while the characteristics of the crystalline structure of apatite will be preserved.

This is a high-purity sample of barium hypomanganate chloride.

The resulting variety of chemical compositions also determines a wide range of physico-chemical properties and performance characteristics of the materials created on the basis of substances of this structural type.

In addition to the possibility of changing the substance's chemical composition over a wide range, it is also possible to stabilize in the crystal structure of such substances some elements in the less common oxidation states, primarily, the manganese and chromium atoms in the oxidation state +5. As a rule, these elements under the conditions of various processes are subjected to disproportionation - a simultaneous increase and decrease of the oxidation state to more stable states: +6 and +4 for manganese and +6 and +3 for chromium.

The search for a crystalline matrix that promotes stabilization of the rare oxidation states of manganese and chromium is relevant due to the fact that such compounds have a persistent green or blue color (or their intermediate shades). Therefore, it is possible to use them as inorganic pigments, which, in addition to their specific shades, feature a sufficiently high thermal stability.

The studies of inorganic pigments with the apatite structure have been carried out at the Faculty of Chemistry of the Lobachevsky University by the team headed by Prof. A.V. Knyazev and Dr. E.N. Bulanov since 2010. The team's latest achievements include obtaining a high-purity sample of the composition Ba₅(MnO₄)₃Cl and its physico-chemical characterization. According to Evgeny Bulanov, within the framework of this research, the features of the crystal structure and chemical environment were established, allowing the degree of manganese oxidation to be stabilized.

"In addition, the isobaric heat capacity of the substance was measured for the first time. During the experiment, the anomalous behavior of the com-
pound was also found below the temperature of 15K, which can be explained by spin ordering," notes Evgeny Bulanov.
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